
EXCURSION SILENCIO ANDINO  

redesislaush@gmail.com                           Ushuaia,Tierra del Fuego, Argentina. 
  
+542901400001 
 

 We start with the pick up at the hotel, from 
where we will have a half hour transfer to 
Llanos del Castor, our winter resort. The 

excursion consists of 4 outdoor activities, always guided by a 
trained person. Already in Llanos, we will start the excursion 
with a low difficulty trekking using snowshoes over a frozen 

peat swamp, the more snow 
there is, the more useful the 
snowshoes are! During the tour, the guide will provide 
you with information about the landscape, flora, fauna, 
the geoforms that stand out and the beaver farms that 
we will see. Then we will go on a snowmobile ride. If 
you've never driven one, there will be no obstacle. The 
guide will give precise instructions on how to do it and 

if you do not want to drive, we will take you. Two people will go on each motorcycle, in 
the middle of the circuit there will be an optional change of driver so that both can drive. 
Finally, we enter the world of mushing where we will learn everything about this ancient 
activity, with demonstrations in company of our beautiful puppies, with whom we will be 
able to interact. Next, we will invite you to our cozy restaurant so that you can enjoy an 
exquisite meal.  
SCHEDULE 
Difficulty : easy / moderate 

Place and time of departure:  around 18:00hs., with round trip transfer. 

Duration: 5 hs. 

Language: Spanish / English bilingual guide service. 

Food: Chicken to the disk - Lamb Stew - Vegetarian Option, dessert and drink. Dinner option: 

Free-range lamb or rainbow trout (only in advance and payment of the plus). 

Activities: Hike with snowshoes and headlamp / Mushing experience with dogs. No sledding ride 

with dogs / Snowmobile or UTV ride (according to choice) / Dinner with dessert and drink. 


